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Abstract
In this thesis, the fusion of audio and visual signal are done by considering one
camera and one microphone. Although there are many approaches for audio-
visual fusion, but still it is an open problem.
Here, localizing and recognizing the speaker in a video by maximizing the
mutual information occuring from audiovisual scene. Experiment is done using
a method in which the arrival of audio and visual signals from a unique source
are detected using a signal-level fusion technique. The information theoretic
measure of audio-visual correspondence using probabilistic multi-modal gen-
eration statistical implicit model given in [1] is used here. In the used method
non-parametric statistical density is able to give better result for characterizing
the mutual information between signals from different domains by following
some constraint for which entropy is maximized. By maximizing the above
mutual information between different pairs of signals, it is possible to iden-
tify which person is speaking a given utterance, and we can verify whether the
audio is associated with that visual seen or not.
In doing so, no assumption is made about user appearance or speech of
person. Further more this method doesn’t required any training of corpuses. In
this thesis experimental results are demonstrated using CUAVE database.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
The perception that we have about the world is influenced by elements of di-
verse nature. Human routinely combines the information coming from different
sensory modalities in order to support accurate perception. For example, with
seeing and smell of the food we can guess the taste of food without actually
eating it. The correspondence between produced sound and lip movement can
be exploited by any listener.
The McGruk effect shows, that when human observes conflicting audio and
visual stimuli, the received sound may not exist in either modality. This effect
forms the basis for modeling audio and visual speech into the field of joint
processing of audio-visual signal. Thus, we can say that speech is inherently
bimodal, based on the clues from audio and visual signals for perception. Use
of audio and visual signal adds additional modality for speaker recognition.
From this observation, researchers have been trying to combine information
from different research domain. The domain in which audio only recognition
is practically useful are reservations, ticket booking, traffic information, radio,
fm and database access. However, these conversational speech systems works
for a single user and require tethered interaction owing to which user must have
to speak in telephone headset or attached with a microphone. This limits the
performance of a dialogues system, since there must be circumstances where
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Figure 1.1: Generalized structure of audio-visual fusion
users might expect to freely communicate with a device e.g. perceptual user
interfaces. Where user wish to directly command the system. So we need to
localize the speaker, who can give command to the system, and it can verify
that both modality belongs to the same event.
Having a single modality, opportunely associating speech from multiple un-
known speaker is quite arduous. However, if other modalities are available they
can often provide reliable and detailed information. In particular, visual infor-
mation can be valuable for deciding whether an individual user is speaking a
particular utterance. Therefore using audio visual correspondence, having a set
of audio and visual signal, helps in deciding which audio visual pair signal is
consistent and could have come from a single speaker.
1.2 Literature Reviewed
Initial work for fusion of audio and video using mutual information is done
by Hershey and Movell [2], which shows correspondence between audio and
video measured by finding the Pearson correlation coefficient between pixel
intensity and average acoustic energy. They have initially assumed that the
densities are Gaussian later on they have generalized it and fusing correlation
coefficient in the form of mutual information, that is extracting the mutual in-
formation between each pixel and energy of audio.
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J Fisher and T Darrell [1], [3] has developed another method for audio visual
correspondence using mutual information and information theoretic learning.
They have projected high dimensional visual and audio signal to low dimen-
sional subspace by projection to output subspace. Then by information theo-
retic learning and Non-parametric density estimator, show how it is possible to
capture complex dependencies between audio and video by their method.
Slaney and Covell [4] uses canonical correlation for temporal alignment be-
tween audio and video. They did not gave a way for finding whether the two
signal came from the same person although their method can be adopted to do
so.
Nock [5] considered two mutual information one HMM based approach for
judging speech and face consistency. Most of them uses cepstral coefficient for
speech signal and optical flow followed by taking discrete cosine transform of
optical flow for representation features of video.
1.3 Motivation
Measuring syncroncy of audio and visual scene helps in many application
which are dealing with audio-visual sequence such as Sound source local-
ization, Teleconferencing, Speech separation by audio-visual correspondence,
liveness test, Synchronizing video using audio-visual signal, Speaker localiza-
tion and verification.
It is found that the main challenge in combined audio-visual processing is
to model the joint density of audio and video such that it will give efficient
representation of it for speaker recognition. Various way of correspondence
measure of audio and visual data are found in existing literature.
Recently research that have been carried out for joint processing of audio
and visual signal show that, there is equal importance of audio clues and visual
clues for efficient speaker recognition, which form the basis for joint processing
4
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of audio and visual signal. It indicates that there must exist a relation between
audio and visual signal. It is also found that if a relation between audio and
visual data exist then it can be associated by collecting separate data for audio
and video. However in an audio-visual scene both the data are to be collected
in coherent time interval. Therefore, it is required to regressly examine what
happens if audio and video data do not belongs to the same event.
1.4 Objective
The primary goal of thesis work is to show whether a separately record audio
and video belongs to the same event, and to give most reliable and detailed in-
formation regarding that event. Following are the objective to achieve the goal.
1. Representation of the features of audio and video, such that they can be effi-
ciently fused.
2. Estimation of joint density of audio and video from an audio-visual scene.
3. Evaluation of audio-visual correspondence in experimental data set.
4. Examination of effectiveness in speaker verification if.
(a) Audio and video belongs to the same event.
(b) Either audio and video is not of an event.
1.5 Thesis Outline
Chapter 2 Gives an overview for finding features which gives relevent infor-
mation for performing efficient recognition from audio and video, later on the
methods for audio video correspondence and estimation of joint density from
an audio-visual sequence.
Chapter 3 Provide in-depth review of hypothesis test for data association and
how that hypothesis is related for finding mutual information, later probabilistic
statistical implicit model for modeling joint density with a common audiovisual
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source and background interference in each modality is show to find a equiv-
alent Markov Chain Model from which it is shown that how the measurement
of audio and video are related to the common source using data processing in-
equality.
Chapter 4 Gives the criteria for feature extraction, and mapping the random
variable from input subspace to output subspace and show how the learning is
done in the output space. The approach is driven by minimizing the integral
square error between uniform density to the density of projection. later the
derivation of Information Theoretic Learning algorithm is derived for adapta-
tion of the feature vectors.
Chapter 5 Signal level fusion of audio and video to produce a result that give
most reliable and detailed information. Joint processing of audio and video by
signal level fusion by projecting the data from input subspace to output sub-
space. Adaptation of feature vector by ITL derived from mutual information is
applied and result are shown using CUAVE audio-visual dataset.
Chapter 6 In this chapter experimental results are shown using CUAVE audio-
visual dataset.
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Chapter 2
Feature Extraction and Measure of
Correspondence of Audio-visual Signal
2.1 Introduction
Feature extraction is an important aspect for Audio-Visual Speaker Recogni-
tion(ASVR). For efficent recognition feature are to be carefully chosen such
that it helps in extracting relevent information for performing efficient recogni-
tion from speaker’s audio and image. Researcher have most tried to use feature
from audio-visual data than by using raw audio and video. The McGruk effect
shows, that when human observes conflicting audio and visual stimuli, the re-
ceived sound may not exist in either modality. This effect forms the basis for
modeling audio and visual speech into the field of joint processing of audio-
visual signal. Thus audio and visual speech clues will give equal relevent in-
formation.
2.2 Audio Feature Extraction
2.2.1 Energy of Audio Signal
The average acoustic energy of audio signal is a particular audio frame is first
used by Hershey and Movellan [2] as a audio feature, they have tried to find out
the mutual information between audio energy and pixel intensity. The energy
8
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of audio signal is calculated as
Energy =
1
N
N
∑
i=1
x(n)2 (2.1)
where, N is the no. of audio sample in a particular frame, x(n) is the amplitude
of audio signal samples. These are most used most to distinguish voiced speech
and unvoiced speech. log energy and root mean square of audio amplitude was
also proposed in [6] [7].
2.2.2 Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients(MFCC)
MFCC was proposed in speech and audio visual speaker recognition methods
[5], [8], [4], [9] because it gives the compact representation of the spectral
characteristic of persons voice.
2.2.3 Linear Predictive Coding(LPC)
It is assumed that the characteristics of vocal tract remain fixed for a duration
of 10ms. The speech that we perceive, as given in [10], [11] can ne viewed as
the convolution of the vocal tract and input excitation from the source.
S (n) = E (n)∗V (n) (2.2)
vocal tract vibrate at a particular frequency known as resonant frequency, will
allow vocal tract to view as a filter, therefore in frequency domain
S (Z) =
G
1+
q
∑
i=1
aiz−1
(2.3)
these, coefficient are called linear predictive coefficients[] because present sam-
ple can be predicted by the knowledge of the past q samples.
S (n) =
q
∑
i=1
aiS (n− i)+G×u(n) (2.4)
where, G is the gain and S(n) is the corresponding speech samples.
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2.2.4 Periodogram
J Fisher and T Darell [1] used periodogram for parametrization of speech. Pe-
riodogram is defined as the square magnitude of the FFT bins. Periodogram
are based on the definition of power spectral density.
Pa,N (ω) =
1
N
|DT FT (aw)|2
=
1
N
∣∣∣∣∣N−1∑n=0 aw (n)e− jωn
∣∣∣∣∣
2
(2.5)
where, aw (n) is the windowed segment of sample, w(n) is the window function,
N is the no. of samples.
aw (n) = a(n)w(n) (2.6)
2.3 Visual Feature Extraction
Most of the previous work of researcher tried to find out the region of interest
i.e. mouth, and various other feature that we are discussing now.
2.3.1 Raw Pixels
The intensity of the gray scale image was used by [2], which is equivalent
to raw audio energy. In there method, they have found per pixel correlation
relative to average acoustic energy.
2.3.2 Optical Flow
Apparent motion between the object, surface and edges in any visual scene,
can be easily estimated by Optical Flow which was caused by relative motion
between successive visual frames, in other word it can also be said as as relative
motion between an observer(an eye or a camera) and the scene. velocity of that
pixel movement can be calculated by Horn and Shrunk method given in [12].
10
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.1: (a) image from a video sequence. (b) optical flow between two consecutive frame,
arrow indicates the direction and magnitude of the respective horizontal and vertical velocities
The optical flow methods try to calculate the motion between two image
frames which are taken at times t and t +∆t at every pixel position. These
methods are called differential since they are based on local Taylor series ap-
proximations of the image signal; that is, they use partial derivatives with re-
spect to the spatial and temporal coordinates.
2.3.3 Pre-Whitened image
For removing the cross correlated term in the image sequence, per-whitening is
to be done as from the theorem for entropy maximization. Which can be done
by multiplying the data by the inverse of the square root of the mean power
spectrum in the Fourier domain. Each whiten image is treated as single sample
of a dimension equals to no.of pixel. Fisher and Darrel has used pre-whitened
images for information theoretic fusion in [1], [3].
2.4 Correspondence Measure of Audio and Video
2.4.1 Pearson Correlation Coefficient
Hershey and Movellan [2] has find per pixel correlation between average acous-
tic energy of audio, with each pixel in an audio-visual sequence. The have ini-
11
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.2: (a) image from a video sequence. (b) Pre-whitened image here lips eyes nose are
accentuated
tially assumed that the density are Gaussian later on they have generalized it
and gave the measure for finding correlation between each pixel and energy of
audio for a no. of consecutive frames.
ρ =
cov(A,V )√
var(A)var(V )
(2.7)
where ρ is the pearson correlation coefficient.
2.4.2 Mutual Information
Mutual dependencies between two RV x and y can be quantifies by estimating
mutual information MI(x,y) between the two RV in information theory. Mutual
information is defined as.
I (x,y) = h(x)+h(y)−h(x,y) (2.8)
by manipulating entropy different form of entropy can be seen
I (x,y) = h(y)−h(y|x) (2.9)
I (x,y) = h(x)−h(x|y) (2.10)
where I (x,y) is the MI between RV x and y, h(x) is the diffential entropy(also
knowns as Kullback-Leibler criterion), h(y|x) is the entropy of RV y condi-
12
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tioned on x, h(x,y) is the joint entropy. Entropy quantifies uncertainty about a
given random variable or vector. Mutual information measures the amount of
information that one RV conveys to other it quantifies relative uncertainty of
one RV with respect to other.
Mutual information is related to Pearson correlation coefficients as
MI(X ,Y ) =− log(1−ρ(x,y)2) (2.11)
in next chapters more details about Mutual information is given as this is the
main criteria for finding correspondence between audio and video in this thesis.
13
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Chapter 3
Association of Signal Level Audio-Video
Fusion
3.1 Hypothesis Test for Data Association
A statistical hypothesis test is method for finding statistical inference on basis
of observation from the set of RV. This test define a procedure for deciding
whether the assumed hypothesis in a region of interest fits or not. Which shows
how likely a set of observation to occur if the hypothesis is true.
We have an audio visual sequence, having N frames, each audio and video
frames are denoted by Ai and Vi as the i.i.d. samples,where i denotes the discrete
time. Ai and Vi are the samples from RV A and V will allow us to cast the
hypothesis [13, 14] which is defined as.
H0 : Ai,Vi ∼ p(Ai) p(Vi)
H1 : Ai,Vi ∼ p(Ai,Vi)
(3.1)
where, H0 stats the joint density of audio and video measurement can ne ex-
pressed as product of their marginal density(i.e. they are statistically indepen-
dent) and H1 stats that joint density is equivalently associated(i.e. they are
statistically dependent). If we have probability density of p(Ai) , p(Vi) and
p(Ai,Vi) by consistent probability density estimator. Then finding the log-
likelihood ration and taking expectation with respect to joint density of A and
V gives
15
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E
{
1
N
N−1
∑
i=0
log
(
p(Ai,Vi|H1)
p(Ai,Vi|H0)
)}
= E
{
1
N
N−1
∑
i=0
log
(
p(Ai,Vi)
p(Ai)p(Vi)
)}
(3.2)
= I(A;V ) (3.3)
= h(A)+h(V )−h(A,V ) (3.4)
which, is equivalent to finding mutual information between the RV A and V .
Mutual information is expressed in equation(3.4) as a combination of differen-
tial entropy h(A), h(A) and h(A,V ). Finding mutual information between RV A
and V is equivalent to log-likelihood test for given hypothesis. Now, the issue
that arise here is that how the joint density between audio and video is model
such that it can capture the complex relationship between them.
As in such case when direct density estimation is difficult, because of high
dimensional audio and video data and also representation of them are different
from each other. Non parametric density estimator [15] are helpful for captur-
ing statistical dependency between them.
3.2 Statistical Implicit Model for Audio-Visual Fusion
Consider a multi-modal scene with back ground interference in each modality,
and one joint source which is common in both the observation. The measure-
ment that are acquired from a given observation contain the information from
the joint source and the background interference. Here, A and V are the au-
dio and video measurements from the observation {X ,Y,Z} of multi-modal
scene with X and Z as the back ground interference and Y is the common
cause [16], [1]. A is associated to the observation of X and Y , V is associated
to the observation of Y and Z.
16
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3.2.1 Independent Cause Model
Figure 3.1: Modal shows that A and V are independent but conditioned on {X ,Y,Z}
Fig 3.1, shows the independent cause in which {X ,Y,Z} are unobserved RV
giving the cause for RV {A,V}. Here, Y is the common cause for both the
events. The joint statistical derived from Fig 3.1 is
P(X ,Y,Z,A,B) = P(X)P(Y )P(Z)P(A|X ,Y )P(V |Y,Z) (3.5)
3.2.2 Audio is Conditioned on Video
Figure 3.2: information regarding A is given by joint statistics of P and Q
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A simple application of bayer’s rule in Fig 3.1 yield Fig 3.1, which shows that
the information regarding A, is given by the joint statistics of {Y,Z} which will
be consistent with
P(X ,Y,Z,A,V ) = P(A)P(Z)P(X ,Y |A)P(V |Y,Z) (3.6)
a similar graph can be obtained if V is conditioned on X and Y .
3.2.3 Resultant Graph by the Existence of Separating Function
Figure 3.3: resultant graph if separating function exists
If the decomposition of the audio and video measurement exist, then it can
see from the Fig 3.3 that there is no influence of X and Z on Y , y is common
cause for the same event and is now not influenced by X or Y .
here, A = [AX ,AY ] and V = [VY ,VZ] for this decomposition the joint density
can be written as
P(X ,Y,Z,A,V ) = P(X)P(Y )P(Z)P(AX |X)×
P(AY |Y )P(VY |Y )P(VZ|Z) (3.7)
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3.2.4 Equivalent Markov Chain Model
The required model for which the information theoretic algorithm(equivalent
Markov model found by existence of separating function) will be used is given
in fig(3.4) . If the decomposition exist than by data processing inequality [17],
following inequality holds:
I(AY ,VY )≤ I(AY ,Y )
I(AY ,VY )≤ I(VY ,Y )
(3.8)
also, for any function of AY and VY (e.g fA = f (AY ,ha), fV = f (VY ,hV )) these
inequality holds for
I ( fA, fV )≤ I ( fA,Y )
I ( fA, fV )≤ I ( fV ,Y ) (3.9)
finally, it can be shown using [13]
I ( fA, fV )≤ I (AV ,VY ) = I (A,V ) (3.10)
Figure 3.4: equivalent Markov model found by existence of separating function
which, shows that maximizing mutual information between fV and fA, I ( fA, fV )
will definitely increase mutual information between FA and Y , and FV and Y .
These function will be used further for non-parametric estimation of joint den-
sity of audio and video in given audio visual sequence.
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Information Theoretic Learning and
Feature Extraction
4.1 Introduction
The concept of information theoretic learning(ITL) [18], [19], [20] as a criteria
for feature extraction is not new. The way of choosing the feature space, leads
to useful modification to form iterative learning algorithm. ITL can be used
in adaptaton for supervised and unsupervised learning machine. The goal of
ITL is to capture as much as information from the given data, in the parameter
of learning machine, in order to it to be useful, it should be independent of
learning machine and it should not require apriori assumption about data dis-
tribution. The approach described[ [20] uses Integral Square Error(ISE) and
mutual information, as a criterion for adaptation. The method works with any
linear or nonlinear mapping which is differentiable in its parameters.
4.2 Feature Space Representation of Data
From the concept of neural network and adaptive filters representation of the
feature vectors are done, such that they will used for adaptation criteria to pre-
serve maximum amount of mutual information. It is often that projecting high-
dimensional data onto a smaller subspace results in improved performance in a
nonparametric classifier.
Let x is the high-dimensional data i.e. x ∈ RN is projected in smaller dimen-
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sion subspace, by making the function such that y= f (x,h), y ∈ RM with M < N
which is differentiable in h.
The method utilizes Linskers Principle o f In f ormationMaximization, which
intends to transfer maximum information about a signal from the input to the
output of a mapping, as the criterion for feature extraction [21].
4.3 Self Organization and Maximizing Entropy
Linsker’s Principle o f In f ormationMaximization [21] shows that a mapping of
a signal through a neural network should be accomplished so as to preserve the
maximum amount of mutual information(MI). The basic requirement for any
transformation, through neural network is accomplished in order to maximize
the amount of information preserved.
The demand of MI as a criteria of feature extraction is threefold. First, MI
takes the advantage of the underlying PDF. Second, adaptation will remove as
much as uncertainty about input class by observation of the output y= f (x,h).
Third, this is achieved with constraint of mapping topologies.
Three equivalent form of MI [17] are
I (x,y) = h(x)+h(y)−h(x,y) (4.1)
I (x,y) = h(y)−h(y|x) (4.2)
I (x,y) = h(x)−h(x|y) (4.3)
where I (x,y) is the MI between RV x and y, h(x) is the diffential entropy(also
knowns as Kullback-Leibler criterion), h(y|x) is the entropy of RV y condi-
tioned on x, h(x,y) is the joint entropy. Entropy quantifies uncertainty about a
given random variable or vector. Mutual information measures the amount of
information that one RV conveys to other it quantifies relative uncertainty of
one RV with respect to other.
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For a continous RV, x ∈ RN entropy is defines as [17]
h(u) =−
∞∫
∞
log( fU (u)) fU (u)dx (4.4)
where fU (u) is the probability density function of the RV, and base of loga-
rithm is arbitary. Entropy can also be shown as expected value of log of the
probability density function.
h(u) = E {log( fU (u))} (4.5)
4.3.1 Properties for Entropy Maximization
1. If the RV is in finite range of ∈ RN is restricted, then entropy is maximized
for uniform distribution as uniform distribution has the maximum entropy.
2. If in covariance matrix diagonal elements are held constant, then entropy is
maximized for normal distribution with diagonal covariance matrix.
In the above given property, the RV should be Statistically Independent to each
other. First property will be used in this method [24].
4.3.2 Nonparametric PDF Estimation
The difficulty that arise as a criteria of adaptation of mutual information is that
it is an integral function of probability i.e. it requires complete knowledge of
the PDF for which mutual information is to be estimated. Further more we
have not given density itself but from the samples it must be inferred. For
which assumption have to made about the form of the density function which
is difficult to measure directly.
However if the dimension of RV can be controlled by transforming it to
new RV, then Non parametric estimator will give better results as shown in [1],
which relies of such estimate in the output space which result in less computa-
tional complexity.
Non parametric kernel based estimator such as Parzen window method are
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Figure 4.1: Mapping as feature extraction. Information content is measured in the low dimen-
sional space of the observed output.
used for estimating the probability density function which is given as [15].
fˆX (u) =
1
Nx
Nx
∑
j=1
k (x j−u) (4.6)
here, xi ∈ ℜN are observation of RV, k () is the guassian kernel which satisfies
the property of PDF i.e. k (u)> 0 and
∫
k (u)du = 1
This kernel estimator can be viewed as the convolution of kernal function
with the obsevation. In this method their goal is to local estimate of the PDF
i.e kernel should be localized unimodal and decaying to zero, also k (u) should
be differentiable every where.
4.3.3 Prior work in Information Theoretic Learning
The concept of information theoretic learning in neural processing as a criteria
for feature extraction is not new. Entropy is used as a measure for adaptation.
Input RV are mapped in the output subspace and then in the output space en-
tropy is used as measure of adaptation when using neural processing. This
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method differ here for neural processing in two ways.
1. The form of density here is discrete while we are working with continuous
entropy.
2. This method is using neural processing, in which mapping should be con-
straint to be linear from input subspace to output subspace, where as the given
method can be used with any arbitrary non-linear mapping as long as they are
differntiable.
4.4 Derivation of ITL algorithm
Using the property that is show in previous section for the maximization of
entropy, that if the RV variable is in finite range then entropy is maximized
for uniform density. For adaptation point of view in this method use differ-
ential entropy is not worthy, therefore it has to be approximated by its second
order Taylor series expansion [1] by utilizing the concept of integrated square
error(ISE) between uniform density to the density estimated by Parzen density
estimate for entropy maximization. This method is unsupervised in the sense
that it require no target distribution, this is an integral square error between
uniform density and estimates density. This method is given in [19], [20].
J = 12
∫
R
(
u(v)− fˆY (v,g)
)2
dv
=
L
∑
j=1
(
u(v j)− fˆG (v j,g)
)2∆v (4.7)
here, g = f (x,h) is the linear function of x, which is related as
gi = hT xi,∀i (4.8)
x is the RV x ∈ RNx, and hT ∈ RNG×NX are the parameters for which the mutual
information is maximized that will give low dimension statistics in the output
space, g ∈ RNG,NG < NX . u(v) is the uniform probability distribution in the
region R =
{
v
∣∣(gmin ≤ vr ≤ gmax,r = 1, ..NG)}, {g1,g2, ..,gNG} are the compo-
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nents of g. By dividing the entire region containing R in small square domain
at L >> N uniformly distributes spatial location v j ∈ RNG, j=1,..,L this integral
can ne changed into sum. Now, partial derivative of the criteria function by
chain rule with respect to h is given as
∂J
∂h
=
(
∂J
∂ fˆ
)(
∂ fˆ
∂g
)(
∂g
∂h
)
(4.9)
to minimize the function with respect to mapping parameters. The estimate
density for input RV x at a location v by parzen window is given as in [15],
fˆX (v,x) =
(
1
NX
) NX
∑
i=1
k (xi− v) (4.10)
where, k() is the gaussian kernel, similarly for RV in the output space is given as
fˆG (v,g) =
(
1
NG
) NG
∑
i=1
k ( f (xi,h)− v) (4.11)
non parametric estimate of density in the output space, with linear function of
x and h.
∂J
∂h
=−∆v
(
∑
j
u(v j)− fˆG (v j,g)
)(
∂ fˆ
∂g
)(
∂g
∂h
)
(4.12)
using, equation(4.9) and taking differentiation of criteria function.
∂ fˆ
∂g
=
(
1
NG
) NG
∑
i=1
k′ (gi− v j)
=
(
1
NG
) NG
∑
i=1
k′ ( f (xi,h)− v j) (4.13)
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substituting, equation(4.12) and equation(4.13) in equation(4.9) which comes
as.
∂J
∂h
=
(
∆v
NG
)
∑
j
(
u(v j)− fˆG (g,v j)
)
∑
i
k′ (gi− v j) ∂∂h ( f (xi,h)) (4.14)
for minimizing equation(4.14), the measured error εi minimizing it, will mini-
mize the criteria function, there error term will give the update term, for which
entropy is to be maximized.
εi =∑
j
(
u(v j)− fˆG (g,v j)
) ∂
∂gi
(
fˆG (g,v j)
)
∆v (4.15)
equation(4.8) can also be written as.
∂J
∂h
=∑
i
∂J
∂gi
∂gi
∂h
(4.16)
evaluation of error term also can be possible is the submission about j changes
to integral.
=−∑
i
{∫ [
u(v)− fˆG (g,v)
] ∂
∂gi
fˆG (g,v)dy
}
∂
∂h
f (xi,h) (4.17)
error term εi given as
=− 1
NG
∑
i
εi
∂
∂h
f (xi,h) (4.18)
which is the convolution difference between uniform density , and parzen den-
sity estimate, and derivative of kernel used in parzen density estimation.
εi = εG (g,v)∗ k′ (v) |v = gi (4.19)
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=
(
fG (v)− fˆG (g,v)
)∗ k′ (v) |v = gi (4.20)
=
(
fG (v)− 1NG g(v)∗ k (v)
)
∗ k′ (v) |v = gi (4.21)
simplifying the expressions,
=
(
fG (v)∗ k′ (v)
)− 1
NG
g(v)∗ k (v)∗ k′ (v) |v = gi (4.22)
= fr (v)− 1NG g(v)∗ ka (v) |v = gi (4.23)
= fr (gi)− 1NG∑j,i
ka (gi−g j) (4.24)
fr (gi) , is the topology regulation function and ka() is the attractive kernel.
ka() is the convolution of kernel with its derivative, and it can be easily
computed as
ka (v) = k (v)∗ k′ (v) (4.25)
ka(v) =−
(
1
2M+1piM/4σ (M+2)
)
exp
(
− 1
4σ2
(
vT v
))
v (4.26)
fr (gi) is convolution of uniform hypercube with derivative of kernel.
fr (v) = fV (v)∗ k′ (v) (4.27)
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fr (v) =
∫
R
fV (x)k′ (v− x)dx (4.28)
definition of uniform hypercube
fV (v) =
 ∏i di− ci di ≤ vi ≤ ci,∀i0 otherwise (4.29)
ci =−di = d2 (4.30)
using equation(4.28), the following equation can be written as.
fr (v) =
1
dN
d
2∫
−d2
....
d
2∫
−d2
k′ (v− x)dx (4.31)
fr (v) =
1
dN
d
2∫
−d2
....
d
2∫
−d2
− 1
(2pi)N/2σN+2
exp
(
− 1
2σ2
(v− x)T (v− x)
)
(v− x)dx
(4.32)
fr (v) =− 1
dN(2pi)N/2σN+2
exp
(
− 1
2σ2∑i
(vi− xi)2
)
(v− x)dx (4.33)
fr(v) j =−
1
dN(2pi)N/2σN+2
∏
i, j
d
2∫
−d2
exp
(
− 1
2σ2
(vi− xi)2
)
dxi
× ... (4.34)
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jth element of fr (v) is given as
...
d
2∫
−d2
exp
(
− 1
2σ2
(v j− x j)2
)
(v j− x j)dx j
fr(v) j =−
1
dN(2pi)N/2σN+2
(
∏
i, j
σ
√
pi
2
(
er f
(
vi+ d2√
2σ
))
−
(
er f
(
vi− d2√
2σ
)))
×...
...σ2
(
exp
(
− 1
2σ2
(
v j− d2
)2)
− exp
(
− 1
2σ2
(
v j +
d
2
)2))
(4.35)
fr(v) j =−
1
dN
(
∏
i, j
1
2
(
er f
(
vi+ d2√
2σ
))
−
(
er f
(
vi− d2√
2σ
)))
× ...
...
(
1√
2piσ
(
exp
(
− 1
2σ2
(
v j− d2
)2)
− exp
(
− 1
2σ2
(
v j +
d
2
)2)))
(4.36)
fr(v) j =−
1
dN
(
∏
i, j
1
2
(
er f
(
vi+ d2√
2σ
))
−
(
er f
(
vi− d2√
2σ
)))
×
(
k1
(
v j− d2 ,σ
)− k1 (v j + d2 ,σ)) (4.37)
fr(v) j ≈
1
dN
(
k1
(
v j− d2 ,σ
)
j
− k1
(
v j +
d
2
,σ
)
j
)
(4.38)
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fr (v)≈

1
dN
(
k1
(
v1− d2 ,σ
)
1− k1
(
v1+ d2 ,σ
)
1
)
1
dN
(
k1
(
v2− d2 ,σ
)
2− k1
(
v2+ d2 ,σ
)
2
)
.
.
1
dN
(
k1
(
vN− d2 ,σ
)
N− k1
(
vN + d2 ,σ
)
N
)

(4.39)
and finally the update term derived from ITL is
∆gi = fr
(
gk−1i
)− 1N ∑
i, j
ka
(
gk−1i −gk−1j ,∑
)
(4.40)
fr(gi)l =
1
d
(
k
(
gi+
d
2
,∑
)
l
− k
(
gi+
d
2
,∑
)
l
)
(4.41)
ka
(
g,∑
)
= k
(
g,∑
)∗ k′ (g,∑)
=− 1
2M+1piM/2σM+2
exp
(
gT g
4σ2
)
g (4.42)
after the update of all the term in order to maximize entropy, the methods used
result in system of under-determined linear equation which has to be solved for
finding projection coefficients.
4.5 Method for Solving Under-determined Linear equation
Consider a set of linear equation as,
G = XH (4.43)
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if there are more no. of variable then equation or there are many solution of
equations then it is said to be under-determined equations. Which are solved
using least square method for which steps are as follows.
In this case, it is common to seek a solution H with minimum norm. That
is, it needed to solve the optimization problem
min
H
‖ H ‖22 (4.44)
such that G = XH
minimization can be done using Lagrange Multiplier, defining the Lagrangian
:
L(H,µ) = min
H
‖ H ‖22 +µT (G−HX) (4.45)
taking derivative of equation(4.45),
∂L(H)
∂H = 2H−XTµ
∂L(µ)
∂µ = G−XH
(4.46)
setting the derivative to zero,
H = 12X
Tµ
G = XH
(4.47)
which gives
G =
1
2
XXTµ (4.48)
then
µ = 2
(
XXT
)−1
G (4.49)
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Finally
H = XT
(
XXT
)−1
G (4.50)
this will give the coefficient of projection, after which image of projection coef-
ficient is formed, which gives the region in which maximum projection between
audio and video are for correct audio it will concentrated, more on speakers lips
and for incorrect audio projection are spreaded on the entire image.
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Joint Processing of Audio and Video by
Signal Level Fusion
5.1 Introduction
The objective of signal level fusion is employed to produce a result that pro-
vide most reliable and detailed information regarding the data from different
domain than getting information from individual domain. Signal level fusion
techniques combines data from different domain together. This will give the
efficient representation of the given data. In this method derived feature from
data are fused.
5.2 Projection of Data from Input Subspace to Output Sub-
space
In the previous chapter we have discuss the theorem for entropy maximization,
that if a RV is in finite range then entropy is maximized for uniform distribu-
tion. The main difficulty arise here is that, audio and video representation have
different dimensions and size. One thing that is common in both measurement
is that they have sampled at same frame rate(29.97 f ps). Dimension of a video
in particular frame is equal to the no. of pixel in that frame, and of audio is
dependent to audio sampling frequency, if a audio is samples at 16Khz as in
given in CUAVE audio visual dataset, then in particular audio frame there are
533 samples.
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5.2.1 Subspace Projection
Each video frame is converted into single vector of dimension equal to no. of
pixels and ith video frame is denoted by Vi. similarly audio is converted into
sequence of periodogram(magnitude to windowed FFTs) taken at video frame
rate and whose ith audio frame is denoted by Ai. For entropy maximization RV
should be StatisticallyIndependent owing to which prewhitening transforma-
tion has to be applied on video measurement(method given in chapter 2), for
removing the cross correlated terms then after it can be used for this method.
The approach given in[ [3], [1], projection for audio/video is given as
fVi = h
T
VVi (5.1)
fAi = h
T
AAi (5.2)
here, Vi ∈ℜNV and Ai ∈ℜNA are samples of image and audio periodogram from
an audiovisual sequence. fVi and fAi are resultant low-dimensional feature,
whose dimensionality is determined by projection matrix hTV and h
T
V . h
T
V =
ℜMv×NV and hTV = ℜMv×NV results in fVi = ℜMV , fAi = ℜMA dimension feature
vector in output space with MV < NV and MA < NA.
Such transformation will allow to use the method described in previous
chapter under all constraint. Now, treating Vi and Ai as a sample from RV
V and A, our goal is to estimate hV and hA such that it will maximize the mutual
information between V and A.
All the updation of the feature vector are done in the output space, the
method require the transformation will have the unique inverse, in order to
calculate the value’s of hV and hA. The results of such projection can be shown
by forming the images of hV by which it can be shown that both data belongs
to the same event or not.
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Figure 5.1: shows the projection of the audio and video frame to low dimensional output space,
in which learning has to be done
5.3 Information Theoretic Learning
The measure of information that conveyed from one RV to another can be found
by calculating the mutual information between them. Till here transforming
high dimensional RV to low dimensional subspace is done. Now, it is required
to find the mutual dependencies between a pair of feature vector in low di-
mensional subspace. Which can be found by calculating mutual information
between a pair of feature vector.
In previous chapter different way of calculating mutual information as a
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combination of different form of entropy is shown.
5.3.1 Mutual Information definition
Mutual information as a combination of differential entropy is expressed as
[17]
I( f v, f a) = h( f v)+h( f a)−h( f v, f a) (5.3)
when the probability density function of a RV is given this equation cab be
used.
I( f v, f a) =
∫
R f a
P f a(x) log(P f a(x))dx
+
∫
R f v
P f v(x) log(P f v(x))dx (5.4)
−
"
R f a×R f v
p f a, f v (x,y) log
(
p f a, f v (x,y)
)
dxdy
For adaptation point of view equation(5.4) cannot be used, because it is func-
tion of probability density. It requires knowledge about the form of density,
whose estimation is difficult as in this case unless assumption are made. For
this, in this method each entropy is replaced by its second order taylor series
approximation [1].
Î ( f a, f v) = Ĥ ( f a)+ Ĥ ( f v)− Ĥ ( f a, f v) (5.5)
second order taylor series approximation of mutual information as a intergral
difference between uniform density to the Parzen density estimate is given by
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Î ( f a, f v) =
∫
R f a
(
p̂ f a (x)− pu (x)
)2dx
+
∫
R f v
(
p̂ f v (x)− pu (x)
)2dx (5.6)
−
∫
R f a×R f v
(
p̂ f a, f v (x,y)− pu (x,y)
)2dxdy
The approximation used for individual entropy term is integral square cam-
pare between uniform density to the density of projection. The gradient term of
this approximation with respect to projection coefficient can be calculated by a
finite no. of function at a finite no. of location in output space. The derivation
of this update value in given in previous chapter for each feature vector as kth
iteration for ith feature vector as a combination of feature vactor value at k−1
iteration is given as
∆ fi = fr
(
f k−1i
)
− 1
N∑i, j
ka
(
f k−1i − f k−1j ,∑
)
(5.7)
fr( fi)l =
1
d
(
k
(
fi+
d
2
,∑
)
l
− k
(
fi+
d
2
,∑
)
l
)
(5.8)
fr( fi)l is the element of lth of fr ( fi) and it is M dimensional vector value
function, M depends on the projection matrix.
ka
(
f ,∑
)
= k
(
f ,∑
)∗ k′ ( f ,∑)
=− 1
2M+1piM/2σM+2
exp
(
f T f
4σ2
)
f (5.9)
ka ( fi,σ) is the attractor kernel, and it is the convolutiom of kernel with its
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Figure 5.2: shows the learning procedure and calculation of the projection coefficient adap-
tively
derivative, it is also M dimensional vector value function, d is the uniform PDF
in the output space. Here, value of Mv and Ma are set to 1, i.e. the dimension of
fv and fa are set to unity. Experiment follow the update rule above then finding
the value of hv and ha by least square method, actually this method results in
system of underdetermined equation, there are more no. of variable than no. of
equations, which can be estimated by least square method.
The magnitude value of these projection coefficient will show the relation
between the audio and video being fused. If video is fused with correct audio
then projection will be concentrated more on speaker lips means the magni-
tude value of projection are more across speaker lips where as if incorrect or
alternate audio is used these projection are spreaded on the entire region of the
image of hv which will give the consistency og audio and video being fused.
Experimental results are show in the next chapter.
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Simulation Results
We have done experiment using CUAVE database. In this database video data
was collected at 29.97 frames per second with 75 × 50 resolution. The audio
signal was collected at 16KHz. In this video data is consisting of two speakers
where the audio belongs to one of them. Firstly, we separate the video into
two segments where the audio belongs to the first video. Secondly, the audio
signal was transformed to a series of periodograms. The window length of
periodogram was 2/29.97s.
After Maximization of the mutual information between the projected audio
and video data samples, projection coefficients are used as a measure of con-
sistency. Results are consist in four step, first image in any figure is an image
from the datset in which operation is to be performed, second image is the pre-
whitened image for removing cross correlated term in image and it is applied
to all the image, third is the image of the projection coefficient which shows
the region for which there are maximum projection values through which ver-
ification is done, fourth image is the binary threshold image which shows the
region which have maximum projections.
This is a two way experiment in each data set there are two video sequence
and one audio sequence, results show what happens when correct audio and
video is fused and also when in correct audio is used for a video sequence. For
different video sequences experiments are carried out.
http://people.csail.mit.edu/siracusa/avdata/
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 6.1: (a) Image from video sequence. (b) Prewhitened image. (c) Image of projections
when fused with the correct audio. (d) After binary thresholding of projection mapped to image
with threshold 0.95.
Fig. 6.1(a) shows a single frame from first segment of video sequence. Fig.
6.1(b) shows prewhitened image of the frame. We can see the moving edges i.e.
lips, chin, etc... are accentuated. Fig 6.1(c) shows image of projections when
fused with the audio. As can be seen projection highlights the region about
speakers lips. Fig 6.1(d) shows the image with regions which have maximum
projection are highlighted. For correct audio we can see maximum projection
around speaker lips.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e)
Figure 6.2: (a) Image from video sequence. (b) Prewhitened image. (c) Image of projections
when fused with the alternate audio. (d) After binary thresholding of projection mapped to
image with threshod 0.95. (e) audio of this video is fused
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Fig. 6.2(a) shows a single frame from second segment of video sequence.
Fig. 6.2(b) shows prewhitened image of the frame. We can see the moving
edges i.e. lips, chin, etc... are accentuated. Fig 6.2(c) shows image of pro-
jections when fused with the audio. As can be seen projection highlights the
random regions. Fig 6.2(d) shows the image with regions which have maxi-
mum projection are highlighted.
Similar result are carried out in all the coming audio-visual data set, descrip-
tion of result are summarized in the Figures.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 6.3: (a) Image from video sequence. (b) Prewhitened image. (c) Image of projections
when fused with the correct audio. (d) After binary thresholding of projection mapped to
image.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e)
Figure 6.4: (a) Image from video sequence. (b) Prewhitened image. (c) Image of projections
when fused with alternate audio. (d) After binary thresholding of projection mapped to image.
(e) audio of this video is fused.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 6.5: (a) Image from video sequence. (b) Prewhitened image. (c) Image of projections
when fused with the correct audio. (d) After binary thresholding of projection mapped to
image.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e)
Figure 6.6: (a) Image from video sequence. (b) Prewhitened image. (c) Image of projec-
tions when fused with alternate audio. (d) After binary thresholding of projection mapped to
image.(e) audio of this video is fused.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 6.7: (a) Image from video sequence. (b) Prewhitened image. (c) Image of projections
when fused with the correct audio. (d) After binary thresholding of projection mapped to
image.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e)
Figure 6.8: (a) Image from video sequence. (b) Prewhitened image. (c) Image of projec-
tions when fused with alternate audio. (d) After binary thresholding of projection mapped to
image.(e) audio of this video is fused.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 6.9: (a) Image from video sequence. (b) Prewhitened image. (c) Image of projections
when fused with the correct audio. (d) After binary thresholding of projection mapped to
image.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e)
Figure 6.10: (a) Image from video sequence. (b) Prewhitened image. (c) Image of projections
when fused with alternate audio. (d) After binary thresholding of projection mapped to image.
(e) audio of this video is fused.
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7.1 Conclusion
In this work a technique for measuring the signal level correspondence between
audio and video observations is applied on a video from CUAVE database. Ex-
perimental results demonstrated that the above method can be used to deter-
mine whether a separately recorded video and audio fragments come from the
same speaker or not. In this approach signal level fusion is made. There is
no restriction of using any acoustic or visual model .i.e a complete video and
audio frame is used without any filtering or segmenting video for lip tracking
and is not language specific. The domains where such assumptions are viable,
or when prior models of individual users are available, such information could
be used suitably here. This method is applicable if there is continues audio and
video signal for a duration of time i.e. no monologues should be there in be-
tween with little head or body movement. This method promise for audio-video
consistency and also able to verify that both the audio and video correspond to
the same event or not. This method does not make any strong assumption
about the underlying joint properties of the modalities being fused(e.g. Gaus-
sian statistics). Here adaptation occurs for a short period of time(approx 2-2.5
sec) of audio-visual data. This method doesn’t require any specific training for
recognition, all of which it need is a continuous audio-video data for a duration
of time.
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7.2 Future work
Future work will address the robustness of method over a larger corpus of data.
As this method is applicable for only small head and body movement, and no
training is required, this method can be extended toward natural and untethered
interfaces, where multiple user can interact with causal conversation without
attachment or explicit segmentation clues.
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